
 
Day 1 
 
A party of 22 members embarked on the 9 day tour to the West Indies minus alrounder Jami Moorhouse who had 
badly broken his leg playing football only days before the tour departed. Nevertheless, his presence was ensured with 
the Monkey Mascot 'Moorhouse' taking his place always alongside Karl Gornall. 
  
The Presidential Party, direct from Manchester, arrived hours after the 'steerage' Party who arrived in Barbados' 35 
degrees heat via Gatwick after a 5 a.m. start in the rain. 
  
After sampling the local beer and pool, the party is well prepared to defend their unbeaten overseas record from ’test’ 
matches in France, Belgium and Spain - the West Indian bowlers may be more of a challenge after so many Banks 
beers and Rum Punch Cocktails this evening! 
  
Day 2 
 
Ignoring jetlag, most of the party were around the pool by 5:30 a.m,! 
A quick tour along the beach and into the local town included a pitch inspection at Maple CC. The wicket report was 
easy - look at the double height site-screens was a clue to the pace to be encountered on tour! 
  
Net practice was the order of the day to acclimatise ready for the 12 Noon Monday match. The sun drenched uneven 
wicket was a little slow in pace as the bowlers reverted to full tosses to ensure that the ball didn't get plugged in the 
sand! Hooks and Pull Shots were well to the fore as many willing fielders trod water in the deep avoiding the jet skis 
and catamarans passing closely to the shore. Keeping hold of the slippy bat handle and avoiding its flight into the sea 
was a new skill to acquire. 
 
Food and refreshments were taken at the beach bar in the evening as the sun set and Banks beers went down 
equally as fast. Due to twisted ankles suffered in training prior to the tour, an Overseas Signing was needed - sorry 
Howard, the transfer forms have not been sent in. Former Follifoot alrounder, Victor Patrick, was signed from the 
Beach Bar in repayment for taking numerous runs and wickets against Illingworth several seasons ago. 
  
Day 3 
 
Massive anticipation as the players rose early (6 a.m.) and warmed up / down in the pool. 
The obligatory team photos around the Hotel pool was the idea of Lord Litchfield-Bowry! 
  
The much anticipated arrival at Hoytes Village CC saw a massive ground which even Veryan Brooksby was to be 
challenged to add to his 59 6s this season. 
  
The wicket resembled a 'drop in' type wicket direct from the M1 Motorway - no dibbly bobbly bowling or anyone who 
cannot pull should consider playing! 
  
The Pavilion honoured West Indian player Courtney Browne who's son was playing for the opposition and  were 
hydrating themselves with lots of Rum! A healthy number of locals were under any shade around the ground which 
was a clue to the heat - Richard Dixon, the ICC Captain, promptly won the tos and decided to ..... FIELD!!!!!! in the 
searing heat much to the displeasure of the team. As Fines Master, he was entitled to do whatever he wanted and 
took notes of any dissenters! 
  
Luke Brooksby had the honour of delivering the first Illingworth CC delivery on Carribean soil and sent an opening bat 
back by the end of the over. Victor Patrick matched the feat which lulled ICC into chasing a small target. Steve Smith 
ensured that ICC stayed out in the sun for the full innings as the boundaries, including 6s!, began to follow. 
Youngster, Ben Robertshaw, put in a fine spell with a couple of wickets. despite the gallons of water being taken on 
board during the innings. Captain Dixon, renowned for his weekly short spells of 25 overs turned his arm over now 
and again and watched the ball head for Bridgetown on many occasions! Should I have batted? 
  
Steve Smith took a one handed international class catch in the deep followed by a celebration run which took him 
'allegedly' over the unmarked boundary next to the cane fields! The locals wanted to cane him as he claimed the 
wicket of Akreem (72) who had turned the Hoytes innings around. The 'Spirit of Cricket' and rum prevailed, the 
batsman walked and the rum flowed more for the locals. 
  



 
The heat hit the fielding side with Karl Gornall and Veryan Brooksby taking tactical retreat to the shade in the Pavilion 
for the last 10 overs prior to batting (Brooksby later to open and Gornall to bat at 11!). No blood capsules were 
evident. Despte the heat, the ICC XI held the 'Windies' to 171, possibly 20 more than par. Patrick 2-10, Brooksby 2-
20, Robertshaw 2-35 and Dixon 1-40 and some still to come down from the sky! 
  
Remarkably rejuvenated and now able to run without a hobble, Veryan Brooksby took the opening delivery for ICC in 
the Caribbean to match his brother's achievement. He and Callum Cook commendably met fire with fire and pulls and 
bouncers peppered the batsman and occasionally the boundary despite the long outfield.  
  
A good opening stand of 35 was ended by the first of 4 LBWs against ICC given by the lady Bajan Umpire. 
  
The ICC XI, through the Cook brothers matched the required run rate and following a stand of 72 between Luke 
Brooksby (31) and Victor Patrick (36) the overseas record looked to be safe. 
  
Steve Smith came and went to the rum soaked amusement of the locals who were still standing and Robertshaw tried 
to take a quick single but Dixon's required jetski would not have been fast enough - the quick thinking wicketkeeper, 
Browne, throwing down the stumps from afar with Robertshaw nearer the far end of the island than being in. 
  
Unfortunately, Grant Lockley, proved that his shoulder injury which prevented him from playing on the tour began to 
pretend he too knew the LBW law and promptly gave Dixon out in such a fashion as to warrant a hefty fine. 
  
Still needing 20 to win the final pair of Yorkshire U12s, Matty Smith, and a rejuvenated Karl Gornall were left to pull off 
an exciting finish. Gornall eventually losing his head, his wicket and a sizeable chunk of Barabadan Dollars for 
missing a straight one whilst attempting to hit it to Trinidad. 
  
A Club plaque as presented to the Hoytes Chairman by Andrew Smith, the ICC President, and the man of the Match 
Award judged by Chairman Dennis Verity went to Akreem, who was promptly signed for Wednesday's fixture. 
  
ICC junior shirts were given to local cricketers - one of whom became a stow-away on the team bus prior to 
departure. A transfer exchange for the 9 year old and Steven Cook was considered but the price was too many Banks 
beers and Rum Punch Cocktails! 
  
On return to the Hotel and following an in depth match analysis of performance the Tour Party Fancy Dress Party took 
place well into the morning (afternoon UK time) to celebrate Veryan Brooksby's 23rd birthday. 
 
 
Day 4  
 
Rest day!..... with plenty of Banks beer and rum cocktails. 
  
Again a good number of tourists were early risers and in the Hotel pool by 7 a.m. and the 28 degrees heat. 
  
An afternoon transfer to Bridgetown and past the Kensington Oval (looked like The Ainleys, Jammy Green, 
Illingworth!) saw the tour party take to the waters in a catarmaran. Despite many Banks beers and plenty of rum 
cocktails all were fit to go overboard when the boat anchored off a sandy shore. A memorable experience followed, 
with everyone swimming alongside turtles and shoals of fish. 
  
Some party members allegedly saw a whale and its baby but it turned out to be Gornall and Grant Lockley coming 
back to the surface for a breath of air! 
  
The journey back to port saw many, many more Banks beers and rum cocktails consumed in an tropical storm with a 
dramatic sunset backdrop. The party became the focus of a massive cruise liner leaving port and some cruisers will 
have interesting evening photos of the experience with more than one moon in shot! 
  
The crew caught a a huge Tuna for tea which was subsequently given lots of rum rather than a bash over the head! 
Some party members cried 'Free the Tuna!" 



 
 After the three hour journey, the catamaran returned to port in the dark with Bridgetown lit up with glittering lights. 
Despite a grumpy coach driver, the bus was filled with song and acknowledgement of the summer's achievements... 
2nd XI Champions, 1st XI Runners Up and 3rd XI Relegation!!!! 
 The evening continued with a Tour Pary Curry Night made by Kara and Tina who had brought their pans over in from 
the UK although Gorrie's desire for more led to a taxi fare to the KFC which cost him more than his 9 piece bucket!!!! 
 
Eventually, after plenty Banks beers and rum cocktails, the Tour Party retired at Midnight, at least all but one for 
whom the Fines Committee will have to meet early to decide the person's sentence. 
 
Day 5 
 
A leisurely start to the day in the pool at 7:10 a.m - gradually getting later, surely not caused by many Banks beers 
and rum cocktails!  
  
The tour bus arrived on time, a good example of time keeping for Mr Bowry!!!! The journey across to Lakes in the 
north east of the island took many a hilly back road providing spectacular views of west, north and east coasts of the 
island all at once. 
  
Rocklyn Hardware Isolation Cavaliers CC was a superb venue for the second fixture. A well looked after 'Dale 
Richards' Pavilion and outfield which touched all sides of the island - no 6s today then!!!!???? The ground was 
surrounded by hills, cane fields and schoolboys bunking off to watch and play cricket. The team was relatively young 
with a number of Barbados Schoolboy representatives who were all highly enthusiastic and talented - no wonder they 
had just played in the Sagicor Final at Bridgetown's Kensington Oval. 
  
Again, ICC were put into field for a caning in the hot sun and the ball began to see all parts of the island as flashing 
Carribean blades set about piling on the runs. If it wasn't a boundary, it was a single - it could be a long afternoon. As 
wickets looked impossible to come by, talking Kevin ' Michael' Vaughan out by 'Geoffrey Boycott' was a final option. 
Unfortunately, that led to even more flashing blades, singles and an up-tempo running commentary by the Cavalier's 
batsman until Ben Robertshaw pulled off a scintillating, athletic and acrobatic catch at cover - hefty fine but well worth 
it. 
  
Karamat Hussain took two useful wickets in his first match for a couple of seasons but brought in more Bajan 
Representatives - Doughal eventually reaching a fine century. L.Brooksby (2-61), Dixon (1-32) and a run out were 
other wicket takers. 
  
Set 227 in 35 overs appeared a tall order but after 25 overs, ICC were 1 ahead of the hosts equivalent score thanks to 
guest player, Akreem (28) and Veryan Brooksby (70) who found the distant cane fields with 3 monster sixes. 
  
A brief 'monsoon' looked like saving ICC, but Umpires Verity and Smith (ICC Chairman and President respectively) 
preferred to become refreshed by the deluge and continued play! Sadly the run chase could not be sustained and 
petered out 48 short but not before the Tour Manager was run out looking for a second while Tony Bowry (24*) turned 
slower than the cruise liner leaving the port of Bridgetown. 'Geoffrey' was gone much to the delight of the Bajans .... 
and Kevin! Steve Smith scored 20 with a late flurry. 
  
Once again, plaques, ties and caps were presented to the Bajan Club and players  as well as a healthy number of 
Illingworth CC shirts to junior members of the Cavaliers Club. Again the Club and its members were excellent hosts. 
  
The evening's entertainments continued into the night with a BBQ and Karoke back at the Hotel along with many 
Banks Beers and Rum cocktails. 
 
Day 6 
 
A rest day, so not many Banks beers or rum cocktails although the Party do not want me to mention this as it gives 
the wrong impression of events! 
  
A leisurely morning around the pool. Mr Bowry continued contacting many more friends such as Kendrick Marshall, 
Emmerson Sealy and former YCA Secretary, Colin Priestley. 
  



 
In the afternoon, a visit to the Kensington Oval was made for a ground tour which included the Main Stands, Nets, 
Changing Rooms and Physios’ Room as well as an opportunity to go on the hallowed turf. We shall have to return 
when the ‘Party Stand’, complete with permanent swimming pool, is finally completed! Will they allow ‘beer cup 
snakes’ one wonders? 
  
After souvenir shopping in Bridgetown Centre the party returned on the Reggae Bus with full volume and boom boom 
bass rocking the bus along the streets – perhaps ‘Yorkshire Rider’ could copy this!? 
  
An entertaining evening took place to celebrate Ayshah’s 6th Birthday Party. Karl Gornall, wicketless and runless on 
tour, won ‘Pin the Tail on the Donkey’game! 
  
The Tour Fines Committee held court to further empty the pockets of the Tourists; the day’s ‘Tour Hero’ awarded to 
Veryan Brooksby, ‘Tour Zero’ Steven Cook and Chairman Dennis Verity to be i/c ‘Moorhouse the Monkey ‘ for 
drinking too many Banks Beers and rum cocktails – oops, sorry! 
  
The Aire-Wharfe website’s ICC Blog was read and discussion about future electronic scoring took place before the 
evening was concluded with a meal at the Surfside Beach Sports Bar learning how to play Baseball as well as staying 
away from Banks beers and rum cocktails (well some did!) in preparation for the third and final ‘Test’ match. 
 
 
Day 7 
  
The penultimate day focussed on registering a first win in the Caribbean which was in stark contrast to the undefeated 
record on Mainland Europe. 
  
A quiet time around the pool in the morning involved feeding the monkeys that regularly visit the hotel grounds each 
day before a transfer to Samuel Jackman Prescod Polytechnic’s cricket ground – a very large concrete pavilion and 
even larger boundaries, yet again. 
  
The wicket was the usual hardness of concrete but this time was tinged with green grass thanks with some growth or 
covered by loose grass. So what do we do when we win the toss? Yes, we batted! 
  
The pace was not as experienced previously and it took the loss of 3 early wickets before realising that the batsman 
could apply extra suntan cream after the ball had pitched before playing the shot. Opener Callum Cook (40) and 
skipper, Richard Dixon at the unusual heady position of number 5, rescued a dire situation from 15-3 with a 4th wicket 
stand of 59 
  
Dixon took a liking to the pace and bounce of Marshall who, having been smashed for 3 4s in a row, told him to “fetch 
a helmet maan”. 
To which Dixon was heard by all to say, “I don’t need a helmet. It is you that is lucky as I haven’t got my contact 
lenses in and you have already gone for 12 off this over..!” and promptly hit him for another. 
  
Ben Robertshaw (14) and Steve Smith (13) added further impetus to the innings before the rest petered out finishing 
in the usual style with YCB Development Manager, Tony Bowry, and ICC Coach Dorian Brooksby meeting half way 
down the wicket and looking for that tug-boat to turn around to get back to avoid being run out. 
  
Bowry was eventually given out “Obstructing the Field” having found another edge in preventing the ball getting back 
to the bowler before being run out. Disciplinary proceeding will probably come in the form of a visit to Ian Chappel’s 
Office and an addition to his YCB contract not to coach 'running between the wickets' to any future Yorkshire 
Schoolboy. 
  
The innings closed on an under par 144. 
  
All was not lost, as the SJPCC innings opened in similar fashion to ICC’s - 2 wickets down in no time thanks to 
Karamat Hussain and a further run out by 23. …. The first win in the Caribbean looked a possibility, again! 
  
However, Marshall (46) and Captain Reifer (47) took the score from 63-4 – U12s Matty Smith taking his first overseas 
wicket - to 133 before ICC looked like pulling off an unexpected win. Dixon returning to take 3 wickets, excellent 
fielding by Ben Robertsahw again, 3 catches behind by Tony Bowry in his pomp behind the sticks and Karl Gornall 



 
bagging a wicket to add to his tour two ducks and a ‘pin the tail on the Donkey’ award. Panic set in to the West Indies 
side at 142-8 only to scrape through in the end. 
  
The usual presentations took place including lots of spare Cricket Force T-shirts and Club shirts to all players before 
the Tour Party left for Oistins Fish Restaurant to celebrate the end of the tour (for some) into the early morning with 
plenty of Banks Beers, rum cocktails and more memories of the ‘di big ride!!” on tour. 
  
 
Day 8 
 
The final day of the Tour for most Party Members – the President’s Party of 6 members staying for another 6 days, 
lucky people. Travelling to Knaresborough, Bilton and Collingham will seem local fixtures in the future! 
  
Souvenir shopping, a quick swim in the pool and on the beach, hotel presentations, 'thank yous' and getting ready for 
the flights back to the UK later in the day plus taking lots of empty Banks Beer bottles an rum bottles back to the bar! 
  
The Tour has been a huge experience for young and old with many, many fantastic memories. The entire Tour Party 
have been superb Ambassadors for the Club, County, Country, Families and the Airedale & Wharfedale Senior 
Cricket League. Bajan hospitality encountered throughout the island has been exceptional - except for the odd 
bouncer or more - and Mr Bowry's 'Tony Time' has been put to shame by the locals. 
  
The spectacular sun sets befit an ideal venue and hosts for cricket tours as the The 'Spirit of Cricket' lives 
on extremely well in Barbados............... Howzhat!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 


